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Models present creations for Hermes during the 2016-2017 fall/winter ready-to-wear collection.

Hermes’ softness
Designer Nadege Vanhee-Cybulski

showcased an archetypically soft, luxuriant
show for style powerhouse Hermes. A
recurrent theme was angular sectionality.
The first looks - they were the fall-winter
collection’s strongest - in softest yellow
ochre. A stiff, three-dimensional sleeveless
top sported flat interlocking panels above
an ankle length skirt with stylish angular
planes that evoked the motif of a herring-
bone floor. 

While a stiff silk coat, made of interlock-
ing sections, features grooves going in dif-
ferent directions. Elsewhere, the French
designer showed off her talent for the deli-
cate. A huggable fur tank top was tied with
a soft black leather Obi-belt and the fabric
used in a series of cinched waist gray wool
looks was so soft, it looked like the material
had melted onto the model.

Paris hotels promote 
fashion through food

In support of fashion, Paris hotels are col-
laborating more and more to promote up-
and-coming designers. In its first edition,
Hilton Opera Paris has opened up a suite for
the length of ready-to-wear to showcase the
talents of several fashion and accessories
designers - and have created special food
and drinks menus inspired by the artistic
creations. One seafood dish that was
inspired by Dutch eyewear designer Ralph
Vaessen featured a lobster in coconut shell
with giant edible sun shades made from
potato skin. The menu and cocktails change
each day in support of the five designers,
who include Tomas Blakk, Neith Neyer,
Electric co and Bettina Vermillon. — AP

Models present creations on stage. 
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Social activist and event organizer Narjis Al-Shatti.

By Athoob Al-Shuaibi

O
n the occasion of International Women’s Day and
as a part of the celebrations of Kuwait as the
Capital of Islamic Culture 2016, a show of textiles

from the Islamic world was organized by the International
Women’s Group in cooperation with Tareq Rajab Museum
and hosted by the National Council for Culture, Arts and
Letters at Crowne Plaza hotel yesterday. The event was
held under the auspices of Sheikha Aida Salem Al-Ali Al-
Sabah, the wife of the foreign minister. The event was
attended by a number of ambassadors, public figures and
society elites.

Social activist and event organizer Narjis Al-Shatti said
all the wives of ambassadors decided to work on an event
highlighting women on International Women’s Day. “We

determined that the most beautiful thing that can be
shown is the traditional Islamic dress. The event is part of
the celebrations of Kuwait as the capital of Islamic culture
this year,” she added.

The ceremony began with a speech by Shatti followed
by a presentation of the traditional fashion of participating
countries including India, Kazakhstan, Egypt, Turkey,
Palestine, GCC countries, Sudan, Iran, Russia, Senegal,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Kyrgyzstan, Brunei, Indonesia and
Kuwait, accompanied by folk music. The models walked
into the auditorium on an elevated catwalk wearing their
traditional garments, and were given a round of applause
from the attendees. The event concluded with a perform-
ance by the Kuwait’s Women Orchestra and a gala dinner.

Celebrating textiles
and garments from
the Islamic world

Ambassador Ali Ahmed bin Shukr Al-Zaabi  and  Ambassador Abdou Lahad Mbacke.


